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"This book is about the obsessive strategies people use to keep the arbitrary out of their lives; it is about the fanaticism and intolerance linked to their ideas of perfection and permanence.... Those readers
who have brushed against the dangers of the idée fixe, who have come close to surrendering to something or someone diabolically seductive or coercive, will recognize in these characters their own
encounter with a dangerously systematized world."—From the introduction. Monomania explores the cultural prominence of the idée fixe in Western Europe during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Marina van Zuylen revives the term monomania to explore the therapeutic attributes of obsession. She introduces us to artists and collectors, voyeurs and scholars, hypochondriacs and melancholics, whose
lives are run by debilitating compulsions that may become powerful weapons against the tyranny of everyday life. In van Zuylen's view, there is a productive tension between disabling fixations and their
curative powers; she argues that the idée fixe has acted as a corrective for the multiple disorders of modernity. The authors she studies—Charles Baudelaire, Sophie Calle, Elias Canetti, George Eliot, Gustave
Flaubert, and Thomas Mann among them—embody or set in motion different manifestations of this monomaniacal imperative. Their protagonists or alter egos live more intensely, more meaningfully, because
of the compulsive pressures they set up for themselves. Monomania shows that transforming life into art, or at least into the artful, drives out the anxiety of the void and puts in its place something so orderly
and meaningful that it can take on the aura of a religion.
A la différence du premier tome, qui ne fait aucune mention de la dimension religieuse du mariage, ce tome offre une relecture des différentes étapes de la vie conjugale à l'aune de la Parole de Dieu. Il
constitue un complément idéal pour ceux qui se préparent au mariage ou cherchent à vivre chrétiennement leur spiritualité conjugale à la suite des grandes avancées du Père Caffarel et du Père A. D'Heilly.
INTERACTION: LANGUE ET CULTURE is a complete intermediate French program offering unparalleled support to help you hone your speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills. The enhanced ninth
edition includes five court-metrage films with accompanying activities. These award-winning Francophone films provide you with the opportunity to interact, in a meaningful way, with the French language and
Francophone cultures. The Interaction program contains a broad range of cultural and literary content, as well as concise yet thorough, grammar explanations in a convenient, one-book format. A
technologically enhanced multimedia package is available as an additional supplement. This multimedia package includes an engaging video program and iLrnTM: Heinle Learning Center--a powerful, all-inone online solution that helps you get the most out of your course. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Beaucoup de femmes pensent à tort que se marier et est le but ultime de la relation entre un homme et une femme. Cependant, ce n’est pas un secret que la chose la plus intéressante commence ensuite:
les relations dans le mariage doivent non seulement être préservées, mais il est également souhaitable de les renforcer. C’est ici qu’il devient clair que même après le mariage, vous ne devriez pas vous
détendre spécialement.

A Student Grammar of French is a concise introduction to French grammar, designed specifically for English-speaking undergraduates. Keeping technical detail to a minimum, it explains the
fundamentals of the grammar in accessible and simple terms, and helps students to put their learning into practice through a range of fun and engaging exercises. All the essential topics are
covered, with chapters on verbs, nouns, adjectives, pronouns, determiners, prepositions, adverbs, negation, numerals, sentences, and clauses. Every grammatical point is illustrated with a
range of authentic examples drawn from magazines and newspapers, covering many areas of contemporary life such as fashion, health issues, relationships and sport. It is clearly organized
into a user-friendly, numbered indexing system, allowing the learner to quickly and easily locate any grammatical topic. Functioning both as an indispensable reference guide and a
comprehensive workbook, this grammar will become the perfect accompaniment to any first or second year undergraduate course.
Pas de problème is a highly illustrative and communicative course designed for adults of all ages, from those with a 'rusty' recollection of school French to those advancing in the acquisition of
a new language on a fast track. It will give students a thorough grounding in all the skills required to understand, speak, read and write contemporary French. The coursebook consists of 12
lively, illustrated chapters covering different broad themes and providing plenty of diverse material from technical to light-hearted. A wide range of registers is covered, from everyday idioms to
formal letter-writing phrases. Each chapter contains the following: * sections reminding students of essential vocabulary and structures * explanations of new grammar in one single block for
easy reference * reading and listening exercises * new vocabulary lists to aid self-study * role-playing exercises * internet addresses for further research * boxes containing helpful learning tips
Audio files to accompany this book are available free of charge at www.routledge.com/cw/hummler
Sous le coup de lmotion on narrive pas analyser immdiatement ce que peut causer le mouvement brutal ou non du sujet. Dirait un connaisseur que lhomme nest pas autant analytique quil
prtend ltre. Cest le fait de ntre pas maitre de soi ; de se possder que dans des moments et le contraire sinscrit dans dautres. Il est a croire que personne ne peut prtendre tre le chef de soi, de
ses gestes dans les bons et mauvais moments.
Apollinaire is the most significant French poet of early modernism and the only great First World War poet from France. He coined the word 'surrealism' and was at the forefront of literary and
artistic experimentalism. This new selection covers the full range of his career in facing-page translations, with some pictorial calligrams.
LIAISONS is an innovative beginning-level French program firmly grounded in principles of communicative language teaching and research in second language acquisition. Components of the
program are carefully linked together, showing students how they can make connections with their classmates, their instructor, their community, and the French-speaking world. A rich array of
communicative activities is designed to stimulate interaction inside and outside the classroom. The underlying pedagogical framework in LIAISONS asks students to first discover new
vocabulary and grammar through different mediums, then connect form and meaning through a set of confidence-building activities, and finally, actively create language. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
MAIS OUI!’s success was founded on its unique guided approach that engages students in the discovery of the French language and Francophone cultures. Through its proven methodology
that entails “thinking” then “observing and inferring” and finally “confirming,” the program skillfully encourages students to discover for themselves how the language works. Students move
rapidly through the material, developing these essential critical-thinking skills and uncovering the multiple layers of meaning. What they acquire in this manner is stored in long-term memory,
facilitating a faster development of proficiency. The fifth edition offers seven new high-interest readings based on careful consideration of reviewer feedback. A new Culture Portfolio section,
Bloguez! is integrated into every culture section of the textbook. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
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This comprehensive manual thoroughly covers every aspect of French grammar, from the basic to the most advanced level, and illustrates the grammatical structures with useful, practical and
interesting examples. It can be used as a classroom text in intermediate and advanced courses, as well as for reference and self-study.
Zone is the fruit of poet-translator Ron Padgett’s fifty-year engagement with the work of France’s greatest modern poet. This bilingual edition of Apollinaire’s poetry represents the full range
of his achievement from traditional lyric verse to the pathbreaking visual poems he called calligrams, from often-anthologized classics to hitherto-untranslated gems, from poems of cosmic
breadth to a poem about his shoes. Including an introduction by the distinguished scholar Peter Read, helpful endnotes, a preface, and an annotated bibliography by Padgett, this new edition
of Apollinaire stands out not only for its compact and judicious selection of the essential poems but also as the work of an important American poet. The Washington Post has said, “No praise
can be too high for Ron Padgett’s translations.”
The Panorama francophone suite covers everything you need for the two year Ab Initio French course for the IB Language B programme
Take your understanding of French language and culture to the next level with SÉQUENCES. With more cultural content than traditional Intermediate / Advanced textbooks, the text's thematic
threads are devoted to mature, interesting topics that intertwine the study of grammar and culture with highly contextualized discussions of specific films and pertinent authentic readings.
SÉQUENCES exposes you to recent French films, pertinent readings about the films, and activities that empower you to discover the many facets of French and Francophone life while
improving your communication, grammar and vocabulary skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Au point, the leading advanced-level French course, has been fully revised and updated, to match the requirements of the new AS and A GCE specifications.
ENCORE is an intermediate-level proficiency- and communicative-oriented program. Paired with an engaging mystery and suspense film of the same name, ENCORE is guided by principles
of communicative language teaching and research in second language acquisition. Topics and activities are designed to engage students in higher-level thinking while at the same time
providing focused work on aspects of language that instructors in a second-year college-level French course expect to find. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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